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MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT STEVEN C. BAHLS

A market-smart and
mission-driven approach
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“By embracing
creativity, we are
keeping Augustana
true to its historic
values while ensuring
it has the strength
to face the future
boldly and brightly.”
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Journalist and author Gail Sheehy once described creativity as “letting go of certainties.”
Since March of 2020, and the unprecedented period of pandemic response since,
certainty has been hard to come by.
On the pages that follow, we share the creativity with which the Augustana
community has made its way through uncertain times and brought the college to a
better, stronger position from which to face the challenges and ambiguities that lie
before us.
At a time when colleges and universities across the country are scaling back and
cutting programs, I’m grateful for the colleagues and friends of Augustana who have
made the following possible:
• A strategic re-launch of CORE, Augustana’s hub for career and vocation
development, which will bring post-graduate success into students’
experience from their earliest days on campus
• The building of the Peter J. Lindberg, M.D., Center for Health and Human
Performance and the appointment of Dr. Kimberly Murphy as the inaugural
director of the Center for the Advancement of Community Health and
Wellness to advance Augustana’s reputation as one of the premier small
colleges for students interested in careers in health and wellness.
• A new Bachelor of Science in engineering with a special commitment to
helping students gain critical thinking and leadership skills
• The addition of men’s and women’s water polo, made possible by Augustana’s
dive into modern aquatics through the opening of the Anne Greve Lund
Natatorium; women’s wrestling and an all-gender esports team join water
polo as new competitive programs at Augustana
• The successful launch of the Augustana Prison Education Program by
Dr. Sharon Varallo, Jaeke Chair in Family Life Studies, along with colleagues
from departments across campus
• Renovations to Bergendoff Hall that add both technology and reconceptualized
spaces, such as the Hamann Performance Hall, which are essential to
attracting, teaching and showcasing talented music educators, musicians
and vocalists.
In particular, I am grateful for leaders like Provost Dr. Wendy Hilton-Morrow ’94 and
Executive Vice President Kent Barnds, who encouraged their colleagues to redesign and
improve processes from faculty governance to financial aid.
All of these, and other exciting developments underway at Augustana, are emblematic
of what the Board of Trustees’ Innovation and Competitive Position Committee refers to
as a “market-smart and mission-driven” approach, reflecting Dr. Robert Zemsky’s book
“Remaking the American University: Market Smart and Mission Centered.”
By embracing creativity, we are keeping Augustana true to its historic values while
ensuring it has the strength to face the future boldly and brightly.

Steven C. Bahls
President of the College
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CAMPUS NEWS

Augustana’s rankings among National Liberal Arts Colleges:

CAMPUS NEWS

U.S. News and World Report 2022

TOP TIER OF NATIONAL LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES
Anonymous donor
surprises 26 students

Trustees update

An anonymous donor recently contributed $142,000 to help
pay all or some of the tuition and fees of 26 Augustana
students.
Those selected — high-need, high-achieving students
with no disciplinary actions — were on a financial hold
because of an unpaid balance.
“The generosity of donors is something Augustana will
always be grateful for,” said Kent Barnds, executive vice
president for external relations. “This is especially impactful
for the students involved so they can continue to benefit
from an Augustana College education.”
A committee of college administrators, staff and the
campus chaplain evaluated the students who qualified.
They allocated resources from the federal Higher Education
Emergency Relief Fund III (by eligibility) and the anonymous
donor to significantly reduce the balance owed by the students.
For some, the surprise gift paid off their balance.
“Often those who give to Augustana have been the
beneficiaries of past generosity,” Barnds said. “They give
today as a way of giving back so that others may benefit.
Augustana alumni like to pay it forward.”

Dr. Ann Hasselmo Die

Five new members of the Augustana College Board
of Trustees:
Higher Education Consultant in Executive Search
Academic Search, Inc., Seabrook, Texas

Edna Denise Garrett

Associate General Counsel
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Bettendorf, Iowa

Cameron Onumah ’14
Dr. Kelly Tieves ’91

Associate Professor of Pediatrics
University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Medicine
Pediatric Critical Care Physician
Children’s Mercy Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo.

Dr. Michael Sturek ’79

Professor and Chair of Cellular and Integrative
Physiology
Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Policy Lead, Southern California
Amazon, Los Angeles
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Anna Navarro ’95 Castro, data specialist,
TRIO Student Support Services

TRIO Scholars Program starts strong
Augustana launched the first full year of the TRIO Scholars
Program in September to bolster the academic, graduation
and career success of program participants.
Supported by a $1.3 million TRIO Student Support Services
grant from the Department of Education, the five-year program
provides services to income-eligible, first-generation and/or
students with documented disabilities.
Dimitrios Jason Stalides leads the program, which is
funded to serve 140 Augustana students in order to provide
more individualized, comprehensive and holistic attention.
The overall goal? Increase student retention and graduation

The CLASS of 2025

rates. To do so, the program focuses on academic success
and financial literacy coaching and mentoring services,
including strengths-based individualized guidance; tutoring
for any course, regardless of grade; and 24/7 online tutoring.
TRIO also offers graduate and professional school guidance,
a textbook and technology lending library, and FAFSA completion
and scholarship search support.
As President Steve Bahls noted, “We see the TRIO program
as another way we can help improve the upward mobility of
students. We are committed to helping all Augie students and
providing pathways toward high-demand careers.”

167
4
692
692

students from 23 states
and 40 countries

4

167

students who live within
100 miles from campus

communities solve some of their problems,” said Dr. Michael
Reisner, UMC director.
Now the community is giving back.
The watersheds project received five grants: $20,000
from the Goldstein Family Foundation to support the project;
$13,300 from the Regional Development Authority to fund
student internships as faculty research assistants; a $7,500
equipment grant from the Scott County Regional Authority;
$5,200 from the Mark W. Schwiebert Fund for Environmental
Studies; and $500 from the RI Community Foundation.
This funding will allow more students to participate —
especially those enrolled in aquatic ecology, geography and
GIS (geographic information systems), geology, biology and
environmental studies courses.

CAMPUS NEWS

Good projects with the greatest reach take time, money and
passion. Augustana students and professors are in year
eight of the Sustainable Urban Watersheds research project
to assess and improve the health of local streams.
Augustana’s Upper Mississippi Center for Sustainable
Communities (UMC) makes it all happen.
Each year, about 80 students and faculty members
from several academic disciplines measure and assess
contamination of urban streams flowing into the Mississippi
River, sharing their data with local city managers and public
works departments to use for planning and rehabilitation.
“This is a chance for students even before they graduate
to put their expertise and their knowledge to work helping

CAMPUS NEWS

Upper Mississippi Center receives
community grants for watersheds project

7 4of10 1in7 5
1 in 7

4 of 10

international student or
student of color

interested in a
health care career

5 m ost popular names:
Anna, Emily, Emma,
Jon/John, Joseph
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Students assess the fish
population in a local stream
— one factor involved in
determining the overall
health of the watershed.
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Construction continues
on the Hamann
Performance Hall.

Bergendoff re-creation? Accelerando!

AUGUSTANA MAGAZINE | WINTER 2019

Not only has the re-creation of Bergendoff Hall of Fine Arts
begun, one feature is already completed. The new music
education suite and a dedicated classroom for music education
— part of Phase 1 — is being used by Augustana students and
faculty this semester.
“From having direct access to materials and instruments to
breaking out into the different areas of the music ed suite for
group work, we’re already realizing some of the advantages
the renovation provides,” said Dr. Michael Zemek, professor
and coordinator of music education. “We’re especially looking
forward to having elementary music education methods taught
in this space where the table and chairs can be quickly stored
away to create space for movement and music-making activities.”
In addition to improved access and flexibility, the renovation’s
technology upgrades will be put to good use as Augustana’s
future music educators prepare for teaching in today’s K-12
classrooms, Dr. Zemek said.

6

Enjoy
Christmas
at Augustana
live or
live-streamed

Also included in Phase 1 is the transformation of the
Potter Theatre “backstage” into the Hamann Performance Hall,
named in honor of a gift from Julie Hamann ’82 Elliott. The 2½
stories of vertical space will allow the college to have an
intimate and elegant recital space first envisioned by Dr. Jon
Hurty, director of choral activities.
Potter Theatre itself is being reinvented to house rehearsal
space and two new classrooms. These projects are scheduled
for completion in January.
This re-creation of Bergendoff Hall will be done in three
phases. Phase 2 will begin next summer. The total cost is
estimated at $12-$13 million.
“The multi-year project will ultimately renovate the entire
building from ceiling to windows to mechanical systems, and
create the types of spaces our students deserve,” said Kent
Barnds, vice president of external relations.

Christmas at Augustana Presented by Quad City Bank and
Trust will return after a one-year hiatus due to COVID-19.
Performances are on Dec. 4 and Dec. 5, at 2 p.m., in
Centennial Hall. For those unable to attend, the Quad Cities’
ABC affiliate, WQAD, will live-stream the Dec. 4 performance
at www.augustana.edu.
For more than a decade, student musicians have shared
their talents in Christmas at Augustana, which has become
a highlight of the Quad Cities holiday season. The concert
features the Augustana Brass Ensemble, Ascension Ringers,
Augustana Symphony Orchestra, Augustana Choir, Jenny Lind
Vocal Ensemble and Augustana Concert Chorale.
Tickets are limited. Assigned seats will be as socially
distanced as possible, but cannot be guaranteed. Audience
members will wear masks. To inquire about tickets,
call 309-794-7306.

Campus community
working together
to mitigate COVID-19

CAMPUS NEWS

whom I serve in various capacities throughout the
Quad Cities.”
On a national level, the magazine Diverse: Issues in
Higher Education recently recognized Augustana for its
campus-wide diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives.
Augustana was one of only seven schools in the country
qualifying for the publication’s DOIT certification program
in the area of institutional climate.
“We are intentional about acknowledging the cultural
differences that exist at the institution and celebrating
that diversity,” Dr. Smith said.
This is not Augustana’s first award recognizing its diversity,
equity and inclusion efforts. Since Dr. Smith arrived on
campus, the college twice has been honored by INSIGHT
Into Diversity magazine, receiving the Higher Education
Excellence in Diversity (HEED) award in 2019 and 2020.

With COVID-19 mitigation efforts in place, Augustana’s
campus life is bustling. All classes are meeting in person,
sports teams are competing, musical and theatre ensembles
are performing, and student groups are organizing events.
As of late October, 92% of students and employees
at Augustana were fully or partially vaccinated against
COVID-19. Those not vaccinated have been tested weekly,
as required by Illinois law.
Whether vaccinated or not, everyone on campus is
required to wear a mask indoors. Social distancing is
recommended, when possible.
“Our community continues to do what it has done for
decades,” said President Steve Bahls. “Step up. Show
concern for self and one another. We understand what
it means to be a community. We accept the temporary
realities for a long-term gain.”
Only two COVID-19 cases were reported on campus in
October.
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Augustana’s Dr. Monica M. Smith, vice
president for diversity, equity and
inclusion, received the Women of
Influence Award at the 2021 ATHENA
Leadership Awards.
Women Lead Change, a national
leadership organization for women,
recognized Dr. Smith for her personal
and professional excellence and her
lasting, positive impact on Augustana
College and the Quad-Cities community.
“Being recognized as a Woman of
Dr. Monica M. Smith
Influence was a great honor,” Dr. Smith
said. “It was exciting, affirming and
humbling to know that the work I do is revered by my
co-workers and colleagues at Augustana and those with

CAMPUS NEWS

DEI vice president
recognized for excellence, impact
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Westerlin
Residence
Center

Pastor Melinda Pupillo

New pastor encourages
students to explore,
ask questions
Though she was welcomed on campus last spring, Pastor
Melinda Pupillo began her first full academic year this fall at
Augustana. Her pastoral journey began at a large Lutheran
church in La Crosse, Wis. After 13 years in that community,
she followed her call to Holden Village, a Lutheran renewal
center in Chelan, Wash.
In the Northern Cascade mountains, Pastor Pupillo was
met with both love and challenge. Unlike a typical Lutheran
pastor’s congregation, about half of the staff at Holden
Village were not of Christian faith. Still, as members of
the community, they had a commitment to attend a daily
reflection service.
This religious diversity pushed Pastor Pupillo to learn
how to provide a variety of worship and meditative spaces
that could support different faiths and spiritual backgrounds.
It was this familiarity and passion for religious diversity
that encouraged Pastor Pupillo to enter into Augustana’s
campus community. She is excited to engage and support
students from all religious backgrounds, and believes the
entire community will benefit from inter-religious discussion
and ecumenical worship.
“God is so much beyond any one person or group’s
understanding of who God is,” she said. “I think we get
a better and deeper understanding of God’s grandeur by
talking with different people from different perspectives.”
Pastor Pupillo hopes students will embrace their
curiosities and the opportunities around campus to explore
different faiths and ask questions.
One new place for worship and learning is the Wednesday
evening sacred gathering, 8:31. When weather permits, the
gathering takes place at the Anderson Pavilion.
Similar to previous years, the ecumenical service
features secular and religious readings and songs, and
offers a quiet space for prayer and reflection. The new name,
which makes it easy to remember when the service starts,
also ties back to Romans 8:31, which says “If God is for us,
who could be against us?”
By Abigail Larson ’23

Solar panels to provide
10% of energy needs
Augustana has installed 3,500 solar panels in the past
year, after a student-initiated task force recommended
the project to reduce the college’s carbon footprint.
College leaders expect the panels to save $35,000$40,000 a year in energy costs and provide 10% of energy
needs for the campus. Solar panels have been installed
on the roofs of the Carver P.E. Center, Centennial Hall,
Westerlin Residence Center and PepsiCo Rec Center.
Other sustainability efforts from the past year include:
• $300,000 in roof upgrades, moving to more
reflective material that keeps buildings cooler and
lessens demand on HVAC systems
• geography’s Dr. Reuben Heine and his students
using drones to gather data to inform decisions on
current building updates and future capital projects
• reclaiming more green space on campus for native
prairie plantings that will help pollinators thrive,
and using smart irrigation to reduce water usage.
Upcoming plans call for transitioning to more electric
work vehicles on campus and installing solar panels on
the new Peter J. Lindberg, M.D., Center for Health and
Human Performance.

Centennial
Hall

PepsiCo
Recreation
Center

Alumni
$6.9 million

14%
30%

56%

Parents and Friends
$1.8 million
TOTAL GIFTS:
$12.5 million

YOUR GIFTS AT WORK
Endowment
$2.3 million

18%

Giving
by the Numbers

933
$
8.9 million

 P
 residents Society (TPS)
individuals and corporate
members (annual gifts of $1,000+)

	



709
111

T
 otal dollars from TPS individuals
and corporate members (hard
credit by household)

First-time donors

I ndividuals, couples or
corporations/foundations
that gave or committed
$1 million or more

1,406
		

Members of Augustana Founders
who recognized Augustana in
their estate plans (including 859 in
memoriam)

Foundations and
Corporations
$3.8 million

35%
29%
18%

Capital Projects
$3.6 million
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At Augustana, we work hard to be a responsible
steward of your gift. In sharing our gratitude and
communicating the impact your gift is making,
we realize we need to do so in a fiscally and
environmentally responsible manner.
Fiscal year 2020-2021 Honor Roll of Donors is
now online. Visit www.augustana.edu/honor-roll.
If you have any questions, contact Judy
Scarpinato, director of donor relations and
stewardship, at 309-794-7228 or judyscarpinato@
augustana.edu.

DONORS WHO MAKE IT HAPPEN

CAMPUS NEWS

Fiscal year 2020-2021
Honor Roll now online

Fiscal Year 2020-2021

Augustana Fund –
Annual Unrestricted
$2.2 million
Annual Restricted
$4.4 million
TOTAL INVESTMENT:
$12.5 million

The power of our donors’ gifts is evident
throughout this magazine:
• capital projects (Bergendoff Hall, page 6, and
Lindberg Center, page 12) to provide facilities that
match the quality of the programs within
• award-winning diversity, equity and inclusion
initiatives that make an impact (page 7)
• COVID-19 mitigation efforts that allow for in-person
classes (page 7)
• sustainability initiatives to reduce the college’s carbon
footprint (page 8)
• a new endowed scholarship to prepare sports
marketing professionals (page 10)
• a new B.S. in engineering for those interested in
mechanical engineering, civil engineering or
environmental sustainability engineering careers
(page 16)
We again thank the thousands of alumni, parents and
friends who annually support the college, and whose
lifetime giving helps secure Augustana’s future and
strengthen the student experience.
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Thank you!
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Vikings back in
action this fall
This is how to celebrate a new athletic venue! On October
23, the Vikings men’s and women’s swimming teams posted
big wins over Monmouth College in the Anne Greve Lund
Natatorium. It was the first competition held at the new pool,
and the men’s team won with a final score of 179-24, a record
point margin.
“Today was a historic day for our program as we officially
opened our new home,” said Coach Dan Lloyd. “I could
not be more proud of our team and how they have always
represented the commitment to excellence that our program
stands for.
“This victory in opening the Anne Greve Lund Natatorium was
a tribute to all the alumni who built the lasting legacy of our
program,” Lloyd said.
More fall sports highlights:
A top 4 finish in the CCIW Fall Championships assured the
women’s tennis team of a bid to the CCIW AQ tournament.
In the first contest of its 2021-2022 season, men’s
tennis earned more than 10 finishes within the top 5 in both
the singles and doubles competition.
In its inaugural season, the Vikings men’s water polo
team outscored Connecticut College 14-8 and Penn
State Behrend 12-10 at the CWPA DIII Championships at
Connecticut College.

Melanie Parker ’22

The women’s soccer team played their way into the CCIW
Tournament with a victory over North Park University in the
final game of the regular season.
Men’s soccer midfielder Jarrett Baumgartner ’25 made it
a memorable home debut as he scored all three goals in the
win over the Rockford Regents at Thorson-Lucken Field.
The Vikings football team picked up its second win of the
season, defeating North Park University 17-14 in front of a
Homecoming crowd at Lindberg Stadium.
Augustana’s women’s golf team placed third at the CCIW
Championships with three golfers in the top 10 on the final
leaderboard.
The men’s golf team scored its best finish with a third
place at the 12-team Elmhurst Fall Invitational.
In the first race of the 2021 season, the women’s cross
country team earned a fourth-place finish out of 10 teams at
the St. Francis Twilight Invite.
The men’s cross country team took second at the CCIW
Championships, with three runners earning All-Conference
honors.
The Vikings women’s volleyball team wrapped up its
season with two victories at their home Pumpkin Bash invite.

Zion Thomas ’25

Visit athletics.augustana.edu
for the latest scores and stats.

Chase Tatum ’23

Dave Wrath has retired from Augustana athletics, but his
legacy will live on in the most appropriate way. An endowed
fund for the Dave Wrath ‘80 Sports Marketing Internship has
been established in honor of his 40 years of sharing Augustana’s
stories and mentoring students.
The student who is awarded this internship will receive
a scholarship, earn internship credit and gain experience
in event management, sports marketing, sports journalism,
broadcasting, administration and NCAA compliance. Fundraising efforts are underway, and the internship is expected to
be awarded for the first time in the 2023-2024 academic year.
“Student workers were the lifeblood of our program
during my career here, and not every one chose to follow that
career path,” Wrath said. “This scholarship helps ensure that
a steady stream of qualified, and quality, young people will
be able to get the same opportunity that I enjoyed, no matter
where they go in their professional life.”
During his undergraduate years, Wrath worked with Jim
McGrath, the Vikings sports information director at the time,
who would later go on to a Hall of Fame career at Butler
University.
“That exposure into the profession by a man who was
considered a leader in the field helped me form the base of
what we tried to achieve and accomplish for the past 40 years
here at Augustana,” Wrath said.
Wrath’s talent for getting things done well, and on time,
was no secret on campus and beyond. The CCIW Academic
All-Conference Team was recently renamed the Dave Wrath
Academic All-Conference Team. In addition to his duties at
Augustana, Wrath served as the CCIW sports information
director from 1996 to 2005 and was instrumental in establishing
the CCIW’s Academic All-Conference Program in 2005.

“Without a doubt, the most significant attributes that
Dave shared with his student work staff were his work ethic
and the importance of building relationships with coaches,
student-athletes and the media,” said Mike Zapolski, director
of athletics.
“Dave regularly shared that he wanted the Augustana
sports information operation to be viewed as the unit on campus
that said ‘yes’ and was responsive to all requests. That
service-oriented approach was etched into the brain of every
student who worked in the office during Dave’s tenure.”
Jessica Leifheit ’14 agrees. She worked with Wrath for
three years after playing varsity soccer her first year on
campus. She started as a volleyball stat keeper, but became
the primary contact for the swimming and diving teams as
well as the lacrosse teams by her senior year.
After graduating, Leifheit worked in the University of Illinois
sports information office before accepting an offer at another
Division I school, Western Kentucky University. She currently
is the associate director of WKU’s athletic communications/
media relations for volleyball and softball.
“Dave taught me so much about the sports information
profession, beginning with the basics that built the foundation
of my career,” Leifheit said. “By the time I graduated, he
trusted me to handle just about anything in the job on my own,
which gave me the confidence to continue to the Division I
level where I’ve been since graduation.
“I wouldn’t be where I am in my career without the teachings
of Dave Wrath back in the Augustana Sports Information
Department.”
Those interested in learning more or making a gift to support the
Dave Wrath ‘80 Sports Marketing Internship may contact Kyle
Ekberg ’09 at kyleekberg@augustana.edu.

SPORTS NEWS
SPORTS NEWS
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New sports
marketing
internship
honors
Dave Wrath

Kyle Ekberg
’09 and Dave
Wrath ’80
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INNOVATION
‘Remarkable’ Lindberg Center
open for classes and competition
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In March 2020, Augustana
closed the campus and moved
to long-distance learning as the
number of COVID-19 infections
escalated in the Quad Cities, the
country and the world.
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Construction of an academic/
athletics building on campus, one
that would set Augustana apart
from its peers, was scheduled to
begin that same month.
Despite the uncertainty of what
lay ahead, college leaders moved
forward with the new facility

and continued to announce new
programs across campus.
Nineteen months later, in October
2021, Augustana dedicated the
Peter J. Lindberg, M.D., Center for
Health and Human Performance —
a symbol of the college’s vision and
strength in tough times, and its
commitment to new thinking that
answers to the future.
Dr. Peter J. Lindberg ’61 would have been pleased.
“It’s really a remarkable space, and it clearly
encompasses the important principles that my dad
lived his life by,” said Dr. Kirstin Lindberg, Peter
Lindberg’s daughter. “My dad would have been
absolutely thrilled. But then his first response would
be to duck his head, avert his eyes — not at the idea
of the center — but at the name of the center because
he was really a humble guy.

INNOVATION
Dr. Peter J. Lindberg’s family members at the dedication: nephews John Lindberg and Eric Lindberg, his wife Mary and
his daughter and son-in-law, Dr. Kirstin Lindberg and Tim Rennick, and his granddaughter, Kiera.

“In this space we can support and strengthen the
programs we have that really help our students to
become problem-solvers,” she said. “We want problemsolvers who have more than just specialized skills but
also have durable skills and are ready to go out into
the world to tackle the problems of today, as well as
problems of the future.”

“My dad would have been
absolutely thrilled....
We really can see the
reflection of his life here.”
Dr. Kirstin Lindberg

Inside the Lindberg Center
The new 52,000-square-foot Lindberg Center connects
academics and athletics in one physical space — an
uncommon combination. It will serve as home to the
college’s new kinesiology program and growing public
health program, as well as the men’s and women’s
swimming/diving and new water polo teams.
The main level features an open commons area, as
well as labs and equipment that support the study of
human movement. The Ed and Nancy Hamming Human
Performance Lab houses treadmills, bikes and other
equipment.
continued on next page
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“He was always a man of science, education,
spirituality and sport. He practiced medicine from his
20s really right up until his death at the age of 76. We
really can see the reflection of his life here.”
Augustana staff and local alumni in health care
careers recently joined college leaders, trustees and
the Lindberg family to officially dedicate the Peter
J. Lindberg, M.D., Center for Health and Human
Performance.
“This marvelous building embodies the vision and
values of Augustana College and Dr. Peter J. Lindberg,”
said President Steve Bahls. “How appropriate it is to
integrate a building with academic programs focused
on health and wellness with athletic facilities and a
mediation room that keep our students fit and well.
This building symbolizes Augustana’s commitment to
growth in mind, body and spirit no matter what religion
you are.”
Dr. Lindberg devoted his life to serving others as
a medical oncologist. After Augustana, he graduated
from the University of Chicago Medical School. He
served in the U.S. Air Force in the mid-1960s. In 1972
Dr. Lindberg began practice at Los Alamos Medical
Center and served there until 2014, when he joined
the New Mexico Cancer Center in Albuquerque.
President Bahls noted Dr. Lindberg’s deep interest
in holistic health and his contribution to the health of
his community and nation through advocacy.
“Just as Dr. Lindberg touched so many lives, this
building will touch generations of students who will be
inspired by his legacy to view health holistically and to
view health as part of their growth during their college
years,” President Bahls said.
Dr. Kimberly Murphy, professor of biology, is the
inaugural director of Augustana’s new Center for the
Advancement of Community Health and Wellness.
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Next door, a functional training lab offers free
weights, variable resistance cable machines and a
small running track, as well as BOD POD (analyzes
body composition) and DEXA (measures bone mineral
density) machines. The lab is named in honor of Aben
Emile Cooper ‘93, Augustana’s first Black studentathlete to be named an Academic All-American.
“The kinesiology labs and equipment allow students
to study everything from range of motion and force on
joints to body composition and bone mineral density,”
said Dr. Shaun Edmonds, assistant professor of
kinesiology.
The upper floor also has a commons space that
looks out onto 7th Avenue. At night, passers-by can see
the large Augustana “A” through the glass curtain wall
on the front of the building. The upper level houses
classrooms, conference rooms and offices for the
kinesiology and public health departments, as well as
an elliptical meditation room.
On the north end of the Lindberg Center is the Anne
Greve Lund Natatorium, named in honor of the 1926
graduate who stayed at Augustana to pioneer women’s
athletics (see page 32). The aquatic center features a
state-of-the-art 10-lane, 25-yard, 7-foot depth pool; two
diving boards (one meter and three meters); a movable
bulkhead that provides the flexibility for different uses;
and retractable bleachers that can accommodate up to
250 spectators.

It also features a Swim Performance Lab with
a SwimEx pool system for sports physical therapy,
training and swimming stroke analysis.
The pool uses a unique lane line storage system
— instead of getting wound up around the bulky
reels seen at most natatoriums, the lane lines at the
Lindberg Center are delivered to the basement through
holes in the pool deck.
“This is the best facility in our conference by far and
one of the best dual-purpose facilities in the Midwest
for swimming and water polo,” said Dan Lloyd, head
swimming/diving coach. “No other CCIW school has the
swim performance lab with the SwimEx pool system.”

About the Knowlton Foundation
The Austin E. Knowlton Foundation announced the $9
million grant for the Lindberg Center in early 2019.
Dr. Peter Lindberg’s brother, Charles Lindberg
’50, served as a trustee and chairman of the board
at Augustana for 29 years. Charles Lindberg created
the Austin E. Knowlton Foundation with his friend and
business partner Austin E. Knowlton in 1981 to support
and improve institutions of higher education in the
Midwest.
Charles Lindberg’s son John Lindberg is the
president of the Knowlton Foundation, and his son Eric
Lindberg is the chief investment officer and a trustee.
Both attended the dedication of the building named in
honor of their uncle.
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(Clockwise, from top left) The first-floor Murabito Family
Commons facing 7th Avenue is a gathering place for
students and faculty. • Augustana’s brandmark “A” can
be seen through the glass curtain wall, especially at
night, on the front of the building. • Stained glass in the
elliptical meditation room, titled “The Living Flame,” was
the centerpiece of the Dag Hammarskjöld Room in the
Student Union from 1960-1979. • The Aben Emile Cooper’93
Functional Training Lab has free weights, variable resistance
cable machines and a small running track.
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New B.S. in engineering
a response to rising student interest
For more than a decade, high
school sophomores and juniors
have reported an increased
interest in the field of engineering.
In some specialties, a 67%
increase was seen from 2012
to 2018.
Augustana answered the call from students and
launched a Bachelor of Science in engineering this fall.
“More and more, students are seeking an accredited
engineering program to launch their careers full
of natural curiosities and problem solving,” said
Dr. Wendy Hilton-Morrow ’94, provost at Augustana.
“The opportunity to study engineering at a liberal arts
institution is one we know will distinguish Augustana
graduates in the workforce.”
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the field of engineering is expected to see nearly
140,000 new jobs created by 2026, with most in civil and
mechanical specialities — two tracks Augustana will offer.
The college will complete the Accreditation Board
for Engineering and Technology process in 2025 upon
graduating its first student. Students who started
at Augustana this fall will be in the first cohort of
graduates. They will study a robust and diverse
liberal arts curriculum in the arts, foreign languages,
humanities and of course, science disciplines.
“Studying engineering at Augustana prepares
graduates to enter a career with something unique,”
said Dr. Nathan Frank, associate professor of physics.
“An engineer with a liberal arts background has
enhanced perspective, a strong ability to communicate

“The opportunity to study engineering
at a liberal arts institution is one
we know will distinguish Augustana
graduates in the workforce.”
Provost Dr. Wendy Hilton-Morrow ’94

and the distinctive opportunity to make connections
where they did not yet exist.”
Augustana will offer tracks in mechanical, civil, and
environmental and sustainability engineering — three
industries experiencing rapid growth.
The Quad Cities is a prime location to begin an
engineering program, college leaders noted, describing
the Mississippi River and local industries as a natural
fit for research and internship opportunities.
Dr. Mike Augspurger will help lead the mechanical
engineering track of the new degree. He has been a
visiting professor at Augustana for the last two years,
working closely with Dr. Frank and Dr. Joshua Dyer,
associate professor of engineering physics. The college
plans to hire an additional engineering professor in 2022.
Augustana will maintain a Bachelor of Arts
in engineering physics and 3+2 agreements with
Washington University, Northern Illinois University and
Columbia University.
During the past five years, nearly 80% of Augustana
students seeking graduate school were successfully
enrolled in top schools such as the University of
Iowa, Notre Dame, Michigan State, Dartmouth and
the University of Colorado-Boulder in engineering or
physics programs.
“This is a great opportunity for Augustana and for
the Quad Cities,” Dr. Hilton-Morrow said. “The world
needs Augustana graduates and engineers, and now
there is a formal program for both.”
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When studying engineering at a liberal arts
college, students learn:
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Design is more than just making a product.
It should make the lives of people better.
• The logistics and implementation of students’
designs have an impact on society and culture.
• The skills needed to succeed in any profession
include communicating in written and oral forms.
• To think about problems from other perspectives
in addition to a STEM perspective.
•

President Steve Bahls, Dr. Wendy Hilton-Morrow and
Dr. Nathan Frank address the media.

No matter which engineering major they choose,
our students have an enhanced perspective, a strong
ability to communicate and the distinctive opportunity
to make connections where they did not yet exist.

“We believe the humanities have much to offer to
both the study of health and the practice of health care,”
said Dr. Brian Leech, associate professor of history.
“The humanities consider what makes us human
and they can teach us a lot about human suffering
and healing, illness and flourishing. Society needs
humanistically trained health care practitioners who
care deeply about ethics, empathy, self-reflection,
and our past.”

Augustana has been awarded $34,966 to plan a new
minor in integrative medicine and the humanities,
as well as a new internship program with UnityPoint
Health. The one-year planning grant comes from the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
The minor primarily will serve students who pursue
pre-professional degrees in health care. In response
to student interest in recent years, Augustana has
introduced new majors in public health and kinesiology,
and built the $18 million Peter J. Lindberg, M.D., Center
for Health and Human Performance to support these
and other programs.
College planners expect to launch the new minor
in the fall of 2023.
“The challenges health care faces today yearn
for clear-headed, evidence-based thinking,” said
Dr. Heidi Storl, professor of philosophy. “This minor,
which integrates science with a study of humanities,
fosters the kind of creative, interdisciplinary thought
that will see us through the challenges facing us
today and tomorrow.”
As health care practitioners increasingly stress
emotional, social and spiritual well-being to overall
health, an integrative medicine minor would help
Augustana students who are applying to medical
programs, which often look for students who can
address well-being. Many require recommendations
from non-science faculty for admission.
About 20% of Augustana students pursue majors in
public health, kinesiology, neuroscience, biochemistry,
biology and chemistry, and/or pre-professional healthrelated programs.

New curriculum, new internships

Dr. Brian Leech

A faculty team also will establish and formalize
a new internship program focused on ethics and
community outreach with UnityPoint Health, the fourthlargest non-denominational health care system in the
U.S. Internships will be hosted at UnityPoint’s four local
campuses.
Students will be required to take five or six four-credit
courses and complete an experiential learning project
at a UnityPoint Health facility.
Students and a mentor from UnityPoint will develop
projects related to community outreach and health
care ethics. For instance, a student who is interested
in a nursing career may be matched with UnityPoint’s
Parish Nursing Program to generate a better
understanding of the impact of spiritual distress on
patient heath.
The new internships will build on existing partnerships
the college has with medical centers and health-related
partners. Drawing upon Augustana’s rich history of
internships with Houston’s Texas Medical Center, the new
minor will offer more students the ability to transform
course-based skills into real world experiences at
institutions close to campus.
Augustana planners expect 15-20 students to enroll
initially, and for enrollment to grow to 35-45 students
within five years.

Dr. Margaret Morse

Dr. Pamela Trotter

Dr. Dara Wegman-Geedey

Planning team
Dr. Heidi Storl and Dr. Brian Leech lead the planning team for the new minor. Other team members are Dr. Margaret Morse,
associate professor of art history and chair of the Fine Arts Division; Dr. Pamela Trotter, professor of chemistry and Robert W.
Beart Chair in Chemistry; and Dr. Dara Wegman-Geedey, professor of biology and chair of the public health major.
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Dr. Heidi Storl

Augustana’s project will bring together faculty from
philosophy, history and art history with faculty from
biology, chemistry and pre-professional health care
programs. They will plan a curriculum for the new minor.

INNOVATION

Grant to help launch
new minor in
integrative medicine
and humanities
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When other schools
cut teams,
Augustana added 3 —
and later, 1 more
The COVID-19 pandemic put college athletics on the ropes.
Large universities and smaller liberal arts schools —
including Iowa, Michigan State, Stanford, Furman and
Earlham — chose to drop or suspend at least one varsity
sport in 2020 because of financial challenges.
At this same time, Augustana added three: varsity men’s
and women’s water polo, and varsity women’s wrestling.
Despite the hardships brought on by the pandemic,
Augustana’s leaders chose to play offense. They did what they
knew would strengthen the student-athlete experience and
boost recruitment in the future.

Women’s wrestling
Adding a women’s wrestling team puts Augustana at the
front end of a growing trend across the nation, particularly
in Illinois and neighboring states in the Midwest.
Tony Willaert, who recently completed his fourth season
as the head coach of the men’s wrestling program, will lead
the women’s team. “I’m really excited,” he said. “Our local

area has seen a lot of growth with girl’s wrestling so this will
give us a great base for our recruiting efforts. I know we can
develop a solid base over the next couple years and compete on
the national level right away.”
The Vikings inaugural women’s wrestling team, with
recruits from California, Nevada and Maryland as well as the
Midwest, began competing in early November.
By establishing the 37th NCAA-affiliated women’s
wrestling program in the nation, Augustana brought the
program a step closer to reaching 40 NCAA member schools,
at which point the women’s program will qualify for an NCAAsanctioned national championship.

Women’s and men’s water polo
The decision to add water polo evolved alongside plans to
build the Peter J. Lindberg, M.D., Center for Health and
Human Performance, which features one of the top aquatic
facilities in the CCIW. Plus, interest in water polo is growing
quickly in high schools across the country, particularly in
Illinois, California and Florida.
The men’s team is competing this fall in the Lindberg
Center’s Anne Greve Lund Natatorium, and the women will
take on challengers beginning in February 2022.
Heading up both teams is Ryan Pryor, who compiled a
70-35 record in the last four years as the women’s head
coach at Virginia Military Institute. He led the school to its
first NCAA top 25 national ranking.
“Our ultimate goal is win DIII National Championships,
and I believe we’ll take an important step toward that goal
this year,” Coach Pryor said. “I preach to our team to ‘Focus
on the process, not the prize.’”

Esports
Esports is the 29th varsity sport and the first all-gender
varsity athletic team at Augustana. This addition was
announced in July 2021 with plans to launch in the fall of 2022.
“Our club program has thrived for the last four years,”
said Dr. Wes Brooks, dean of students. “We knew expanding
that program and taking it to the next level would support the
goals of the athletic program and co-curricular offerings at
Augustana.”
Pew Research Center suggests that 72% of high school
students play video games.
The Augustana team will fill the varsity roster for select
games: League of Legends, Overwatch, Rock League,
Valorant, Madden, NBA2k and FIFA.
Joe Loomis, former head coach of esports at Carroll
University, will lead Augustana’s program. He is a member of
the National Association of Esports Coaches and Directors.
“Augustana esports will create a value-driven, studentcentered community dedicated to enriching student life on
campus while creating a holistic approach to gaming culture
and esports competition,” Coach Loomis said.
The Vikings will compete against esports teams from
colleges and universities throughout the United States and
Canada during regular season and title championships.

From the left: Sawyer Graham, Abbey Ellis, Kara Rohlf, Sandie Pfeil,
Saniya Berry; (not pictured) Sydney Tajkowski, Ruby Gerhardt
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UPDATE: Although not officially launching until 2022,
Augustana’s esports team is competing now (watch games via
Twitchtv). The team was 26-11 as of early November.

Education is transformation, and a national movement is
underway in support of prison education programs that give
incarcerated people a chance to return to the community
with job skills, dignity and the ability to uplift their
communities.
“For taxpayers, it’s about the best value for the money
and time invested,” said Dr. Sharon Varallo, the driving force
behind the inaugural Augustana Prison Education Program
(APEP). “For every dollar spent on college classes for
incarcerated people, five dollars are saved on the cost to the
community.”
Ten men are attending classes this fall at East Moline
Correctional Center, pursuing a bachelor’s degree in
communication studies through APEP. No institutional or
tuition funds are used to finance the program.
Dr. Varallo, professor of communication studies, and
other faculty make regular trips to the prison to teach the
same classes they offer on campus. One of Augustana’s most
popular classes — African-American/Black Literature taught
by Dr. Paul Olsen — is one of APEP’s five courses this fall.
The curriculum mirrors Augustana’s liberal arts focus.
APEP is modeled after one of the most rigorous and
effective prison education programs in the nation — the
Bard Prison Initiative in New York — that captured national
attention after it was profiled by filmmaker Ken Burns.
The documentary illustrated several success stories, and
shattered many stereotypes of people in prison.
“My hope is that people in the community realize that
people who are incarcerated are not different,” Dr. Varallo
said. “They are bright and gifted and have as much to give
as anyone, and sometimes they are motivated even more.
It’s just untenable that we would throw their lives away.
“At Augustana we believe in the power of education for
people to learn about their options, and be transformed,
even if they don’t have the regular channels to get to the
main campus of Augustana.”
APEP was launched with a grant from the Austin E.
Knowlton Foundation, where Eric Lindberg, the chief
investment officer, has been leading an initiative for prison
education reform.

“Regardless of political affiliation, everyone understands
that there are a lot of incarcerated people who need to
be given the chance to build a new life and emerge to live
constructively in society,” Lindberg said. “Whether your
priority is deconstructing structural racism or creating
law-abiding tax-paying citizens, people support this idea.”
According to the Prison Policy Initiative, graduates of
prison education programs like APEP are about 20 times
less likely to return to prison after their release. The savings
add up quickly when every incarcerated person is costing
taxpayers about $30,000 per year.
The savings are compounded when graduates return
as productive members of society, said Dr. Jason Mahn,
a religion professor who is also teaching an APEP class. He
was an early supporter of the program because he believes it
fulfills Augustana’s mission in the most fundamental way.
“APEP encompasses so many of our values at Augustana,”
he said. “It’s a profound connection between the college and
the community. It’s outreach that offers a new life for people
who want it so much, to find their calling, to be upstanding
citizens with life-sustaining careers, to support their families,
who want to become a member of the PTA, or their church.
“In that sense, every time I step into the APEP classroom,
I think there is no better place I could be, in terms of what is
offered here.”
For Dr. Varallo, the mission of APEP is very close to home.
She became an outspoken advocate for prison reform
after her daughter went to jail for a crime she didn’t commit.
It gave her a firsthand look at a system she saw as fatally
flawed, and the energy to press for change through the
medium she knows best — education.
“It feels like everything I’ve done in my life has led up to
this,” Dr. Varallo said. “Everything.”
APEP is a grant-funded program, supported through the generosity of
individual, foundation and corporate donors. Gifts can be made online at
www.augustana.edu/makeagift, or through wire transfer, gifts of stock or
personal check. When making an online gift, select “other” as an area of
support, and enter “APEP” in the box provided. Mail checks to: Augustana
College, Advancement Services, 639 38th St., Rock Island, IL 61201. For major
gift support ($5,000 or more), contact Kent Barnds, executive vice president
of external relations, at kentbarnds@augustana.edu or 309-230-7743.
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Dr. Sharon Varallo in class at the East Moline Correctional Center.
Photo by Chris Ferman ’23
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Grant-funded
Prison Education
Program provides
new channel
for Augustana’s
mission
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‘Better able to see’
An interview with poet Charles Hughes ’73

The path from successful attorney to award-winning poet
led Charles Hughes to his latest award: Augustana’s 2021
Alumni Award for Outstanding Achievement.
Hughes has published two books through Wiseblood
Books: “Cave Art” (2014) and “The Evening Sky” (2020).
In 2015 he was a featured author for Augustana’s River
Readings, an annual literary readings series presenting
work by visiting poets and writers. See more at
charleshughespoetry.com.
Did Augustana play a role in your first encounters
with poetry?
Yes, absolutely. Dorothy Parkander was a really important
influence, even though — to my shame — I never took
a class from her while I was a student. I did, though,
encounter John Donne through Dr. Parkander early in my
Augustana career. She gave a lecture to our entering class
at the end of orientation week, in which she read Donne’s
“A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning,” which utterly bowled
me over.
The next day, in the library, I copied out several stanzas
from the poem and mailed them to my wife, Bunny, who was
a high school senior back home — we weren’t married yet.
The poem — I still think it’s one of the most beautiful poems
I know — is about saying goodbye, something much on our
minds at the time.
I got to know Dr. Parkander later through Bunny, who
became an English major at Augustana. The three of us
remained friends until Dr. Parkander’s death in 2018. Dorothy
Parkander and Ann Boaden, another Augustana English
professor and friend, helped me in more ways than I can say
as I was beginning to try to write poems.

I did encounter poetry and other literature in various
classes, even as a history and economics major. Certainly,
my experience at Augustana left me with a very real sense
of the value of these things.
Your calling has led you from schooling at Augustana and
Northwestern, to a 33-year career as a lawyer, to life as
a poet. Has your liberal arts education prepared you for
this path, or altered it along the way?
Augustana opened me up to the life of the mind, to
the big and never fully answerable questions such as
what it means to be human. Augustana taught me that
certain things — truth, beauty, love — are valuable
solely in themselves, without regard to anything they
may accomplish in the world, which I think was essential
to enabling me eventually to see poetry as a vocation.
Did you seek out poetry after your career as a lawyer,
or did it come to you?
I began being serious about writing poems fairly late in life,
in my 50s. At the time, I was feeling somewhat burned out,
as far as my legal career was concerned, and ready for a
change.
But poetry? How inexplicably weird, given my life and
work to that point! I’ve experienced poetry — I can say this with
no hesitation at all — as a huge and wholly unexpected gift.
Not, I should add, that I didn’t have qualms at first about
accepting it. I’m convinced I wouldn’t have turned to poetry,
except that Bunny seemed to have no doubt that it was the
right thing to do.
How has poetry changed you — helped create your “later
self,” (to use your term from the poem “October Friday”)?
I’m sure poetry has changed me in lots of ways, and
I’m probably not aware of all of them. I hope poetry has
made me more attentive to people and things around me
— in other words, better able to see.
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From “October Friday” in Charles Hughes’
second collection titled “Evening Sky”
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The boy, this afternoon, is bathed in firelight.
He’ll grab the pass, crash an imagined goal line,
And go inside for supper and the night.
Outside, the leaves will lose their fire and dim.
A little breeze will blow up and begin
To take a few of them, then more and more,
And drift them down in whispers, which a witness,
Alert in the dark, could well hear as a calling—
To burn, as God-like leaves do in the fall.

Charles Hughes ’73

It’s no secret that students often make lifelong friends at
Augustana. 1977 graduates Chris Coder and Jack Pace are
no strangers to that idea.
For the past 40-plus years, Coder, Pace and Augustana
friends have embarked on at least one trip a year to
geologically significant destinations, including Bluff, Utah;
the Florida Keys; Everglades National Park; and Big Bend
National Park.
What sparked these annual get-togethers? “Definitely
that trip I did as a freshman to the Grand Canyon,” said
Coder, a geology major. “I’d never been west of Des Moines,
Iowa, before.”
On Coder’s trip to Big Bend National Park the following
year, Pace tagged along. Pace was a biology major, and
Augustana’s geology department trips were open to
all related majors. In the following years, more of Coder
and Pace’s classmates, including Pat Harkins ’77, Phil
McEntee ’77, Lance Niemann’78, Jeff Ebbeson ’79 and Peter
Simshauser ’79, joined the excursions and, according to
Coder, “got hooked.”
“I just couldn’t believe it when we got out there,” said
Pace of his first trip out West as an Augustana student.
“I was just amazed; you know, we’re on the Rio Grande
River...with boulders the size of houses. I was just
mesmerized by it all. It was a whole new world.”
‘To be close to the Grand Canyon’
Coder’s fascination with the West and its geological wonders
was so strong that after graduating from Augustana, he
moved to Arizona to earn his master’s in anthropology,
“simply to be close to the Grand Canyon.”

ALUMNI PROFILES

Grads take trips
together every year —
for 40-plus years
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This preoccupation may well be partly due to the fact
that Bunny and I have an 8-year-old granddaughter and
a 2-year-old grandson. I’ve come to see more and more
clearly how complicated and interesting children are, that
they have their own ways of thinking and understanding
and their own inner lives.
“To such belongs the kingdom of God,” we’re told in the
Gospels, with the implication that we adults have something
important to learn from children. I’m not sure how much
more I can say on the subject, but perhaps the realities of
children’s lives will continue to find their way into poems.

Front row, from the left: Joe Wietlispach, Phil McEntee ‘77 and Chris Coder ‘77;
back row, from the left, Pat Harkins ‘77, Don Duncan, Lance Niemann ‘78,
Jack Pace ‘77 and Jeff Ebbesen ‘79 (Colorado River trip, 2006)

Today Coder is the tribal archaeologist for the YavapaiApache Nation in the Verde Valley of Arizona, while Pace
and others in the group are lawyers, chemical engineers
and bankers in different states. At least once every year,
however, that core crew of friends packs up for another
adventure together.
“What really enamored me about the West and what
Chris instilled in us is that you can die out here fairly quickly
if you’re not prepared,” Pace said. “It’s not like Chicago.
You’re confronted with nature out here.”
Coder recounted a near miss in 2017 when he was caught
in a rock avalanche on a trail he’d hiked down 12 or 15 times
since 1980.
“The whole thing went, and I thought I was done...but I
rode on top [of the rockslide], and it threw me out into the
air,” he said.
And yet, “after 40 years, no severe or life-threatening
injuries,” Pace added.
The most incredible part of these trips, according to
Coder, is that “we all still like each other.”
continued on next page
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Your inspiration comes from concrete situations, yet you
handily work with abstract subjects. For example, you
are concerned with how the mind works, how love moves
us, how we live in the presence of God, and what happens
when we try to live outside or beyond our “creaturely
status” as humans. What fascinates you now, as a human
creature and poet? What can readers anticipate in your
upcoming work?
Children appear in many of my poems of the last two
or three years. Children suffer horribly at the hands
of the adult world — in war, certainly, but in many other
situations as well. Recent examples, unfortunately, are
not hard to come up with. I think my recent poems try to
bear witness to these things.
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‘Take advantage of all the travel’
Although Coder and Pace went to graduate school, started
families and made career changes, their admiration for and
connection with the country’s landscapes never wavered
through the years.
It is this connection that Pace has instilled in his children.
“This country is so beautiful —so get out there,” he likes
to tell them. “It’s the unexpected that is usually the most
rewarding.”
Coder has his own advice for high school students
thinking about attending Augustana: “Take advantage of all
the travel that Augustana offers. Because to me, that ended
up being formative. You can sit in a class in Rock Island...
or you can be in southern Utah, Wyoming or West Texas and
just see it.”
And what better way to “see it” than with friends from
Augustana?

Lizeth Galarza ’11
enjoys her new role
After Augustana, Lizeth Galarza ’11 earned an M.P.H. in
health services management. While working her way up
to her current position of senior quality manager at Baxter
Healthcare, she discovered something about herself.

Why is this a good fit for you?
I work at a solutions manufacturing plant. We formulate,
fill and package the product in house. As you can imagine,
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Alumni: Do you and your classmates get together
every year for an adventure or simply to re-connect?
Email your story to sharenews@augustana.edu.

By Jack Harris ’20

Are you where you thought you might be 10 years ago?
No, I thought I would be a clinic director for a migrant
health clinic or leading a public health non-profit
organization. Instead I work for a for-profit pharmaceutical
company that manufactures intravenous solutions.
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Chris Coder and Pat Harkins (trailhead of Hermit Trail,
Grand Canyon, 1978)

it is a very dynamic environment. I love that I get to use
my critical thinking skills each and every day. Each day is
different, and I get to lead a diverse team of employees.
What makes you proud of your work?
I had surgery to remove my tonsils a few years back, and
when I woke up from surgery, I noticed I had an antibiotic
that we manufacture at my plant attached to my IV.
I remember proudly telling the nurse, “I help manufacture
this drug!”
What opportunities have you had to be a leader? Or a
trailblazer?
Most of my career has been leading a microbiology lab
of approximately 18 analysts. Most of them came in pretty
early in their career, so I had the opportunity to help them
develop and grow professionally, which was very rewarding.
I found a hidden passion in mentoring young professionals.
Some of my most rewarding days have been when I
delivered a promotion or watched one of my employees
receive a reward for a professional accolade. I most recently
hosted a lab intern from Augustana, Kylie Jozwik. I enjoyed
sharing my experiences and serving as a mentor for her.
Have you stayed in touch with classmates or any
members of the campus community?
Yes! I met my best friend, Courtney Lundgren, in my very
first class — Sin and Salvation— during freshman year.
I also keep in touch with friends from Augie who live in
the Chicagoland area. I may not always see them as often
as I would like, but I know we will always have Augie to
connect us back to one another.

LIzeth Galarza ‘11, senior quality manager at Baxter Healthcare,
with Kylie Jozwik ’23, a summer intern.

Do you have a story or anecdote you’d like to share that
illustrates something about your life since Augie?
My time at Augie was invaluable. A lot of what makes me
a successful professional and leader I learned at Augie.
Everything from my microbiology lab with Dr. WegmanGeedey to my racial inequality class with Dr. Croll, I have
been able to apply to my professional career.

This year’s Alumni Association Awards ceremony was bigger than ever as 2020 recipients were celebrated, as well
as the 2021 recipients. Near the conclusion of the evening, President Steve Bahls, who was co-hosting the awards
program, was surprised to find that he too was being honored this year.

The Finest Under Forty Outstanding Alumnus Award
recognizes the recipients’ achievement in their vocation,
contribution to Augustana through service to the college
and/or contribution to society through exceptional
community service.
2020: Dr. Justin List ’02, assistant vice president, ambulatory
care, at NYC Health + Hospitals; chief quality officer, NYC
Health + Hospitals/Gotham Health
2021: Johanna Schnitzler ’14 (attended virtually), public
affairs specialist in the U.S. Department of State Office of
Global Social Media
The Outstanding Achievement Award recognizes the
recipients’ achievement in their vocation.
2020: Dr. Nancy Hamming ’70, retired pediatric
ophthalmologist – Rush University (section head,
associate professor) and private practice

The Award for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion recognizes
an individual or organization that works to promote
diversity, equity and inclusion on campus.
2020: Gerald (Jerry) Jones ’91, executive director, The
Martin Luther King Jr. Community Center, Rock Island, Ill.
2021: Darrell Owens ’90, senior vice president, Synchrony’s
Lifestyle platform
The Viking Vocation Award recognizes individuals,
businesses and/or other organizations that support,
contribute to and advance the career success of past,
present or future students of Augustana College.
2020: Mark Johnson ’91, lobbyist for Toyota in its
government affairs office in Washington, D.C.
2021: Dale Owen ’99 (posthumously), president and CEO
at Ascentra Credit Union in Bettendorf, Iowa

2021: Charles Hughes ’73 (attended virtually), former
managing partner for the Chicago law firm Chapman
and Cutlers and award-winning poet

Honorary Alumnus Award recognizes significant
contribution to Augustana by a friend of the college.

The Richard A. Swanson Humanitarian Award recognizes
the recipients’ service to the church, to Augustana and/or
involvement with social issues on a local, state, national or
global level.

2021: Steve Bahls, president of Augustana College

2020: Justin Hansen ’04, circuit judge, Twenty-Second
Judicial Circuit in McHenry County, Ill.
2021: Nelly Cheboi ’16, co-founder of TechLit Africa
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2020 and 2021

2020: Grey Giovanine, business development executive
for college sports at Worldstrides Sports Inc., and former
head coach of men’s basketball at Augustana
2021: Ryan McCallum, FBI’s Joint Terrorism Taskforces
in Miami, Tampa, Jacksonville and San Juan
2021: Salvador Castaneda (posthumously), longtime
custodian in the College Center, Augustana

Dr. Justin List ’02

Dr. Nancy Hamming ’70

Justin Hansen ’04

Nelly Cheboi ’16

Gerald (Jerry) Jones ’91

Darrell Owens ’90

Mark Johnson ’91

Grey Giovanine ’20

Steve Bahls ’21

Ryan McCallum ’21
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Visit www.augustana.edu/alumni/awards to nominate an Augustana graduate or friend of the college for an award.
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CLASS NOTES
Notices received from
March 4–Oct. 4, 2021

Donald Strandlund celebrated
the 60th anniversary of his
ordination in the Augustana
Evangelical Lutheran Church.

1962
The University of Illinois
dedicated its newly completed
track facility in honor of
Gary Wieneke, recognizing
him as one of the most
successful coaches in Fighting
Illini history.

1965
Richard Edwards wrote the
book “Building a Strong
Foundation – Fundraising
for Nonprofits,” published by
NASW Press.

1966
Dr. Tom Evensen ’55 has
a tendency to keep things
of sentimental value, so
of course he still has
the Augustana College
sweatshirt he bought in 1951
during his first week on
campus. He also kept his
1955 Rockety-I all these
years. Once a Viking, always
a Viking!

1952
Donald Frazier was named
one of the “Eight over 80”
by the Waterloo-Cedar Falls
Courier newspaper.
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Glenn Bergmark was recognized by the PLOWS Council
on Aging, now known as
Pathlights, for his many years
of service to the nonprofit. He
retired as a member of the
board this year. He currently
is serving as a supply pastor
with the Metro Chicago and
Northern Illinois synods.

1974
Claire Kennefick Crawford
is the director of the Geneseo
Public Library District.

1976
Paul Jakse is vice president at
AeroGo Inc., in Seattle, Wash.
Michael Laval-Lindley
published a book, “Riding
Currents of Change: Inspiration from the Chicago River
Triumph.”

1977
Craig Blomberg is transitioning to Distinguished Professor
of New Testament Emeritus at
Denver Seminary at the end of
2021, after 35 years of teaching
at three different levels.

William Moorcroft retired
after 50 years of following
his dream of focusing his
professional endeavors in
the area of sleep.

Miles Canada retired from
Apple in November 2018.

1967

Dennis Hartz is a social studies
teacher in Sterling, Ill.

John Hoglund opened John
A. Hoglund Mediation Services
in Seattle, Wash.

1971
Ken Anderson was inducted
into the inaugural Cincinnati
Bengals Ring of Honor class
on September 30.

1972
Dave Rockwell won his fifth
term on the Rock Island-Milan
School Board. He also serves
as a director for the Illinois
Association of School Boards.

1973
Don Rothweiler retired for
the second time from active
parish ministry. He is involved
in the Des Moines, Iowa, area
as a professional and community theatre actor. Puppetry,
graphic art and sculpture are
his other interests.

Theresa Lundgren Harrop
retired from Nufarm Americas
Inc., in July 2020.

Lisa Clarke Kaldheim
retired from LyondellBasell
Industries in 2020.
Richard Peterson retired as
the marketing director from
Ecolab Company (Nalco) after
30 years.
Robin Schab was promoted
by the U.S. Judo Federation
to 6th Degree Black Belt in
October 2020. He is the
instructor/coach for the
Southwestern Oregon Community College Judo Program.
James Swope is chief
commercial officer at The
ChemQuest Group, Inc. and
The ChemQuest Technology
Institute in Cincinnati, Ohio.

1978
Linda Griffith Ditchkus
won first place in the sci-fi
category in the 2021 Colorado
Authors League Book Awards

for her first three novels,
The Sasquatch Series (pen
name is L.V. Ditchkus).
Gary Goforth, athletic director
at Benet Academy in Lisle,
Ill., retired after 42 years at
the school. He also served as
a football and baseball coach
and biology teacher.
Daniel Necastro retired as
senior vice president and
group CIO with the Allstate
Corporation after 40 years.
Denise Novak retired as head
of acquisitions at the Hunt
Library, Carnegie Mellon
University. She is a member of
the university’s Faculty Affairs
Committee.

1979
Nanette Calmark Dahlke was
appointed to the Libertyville
District 70 Board of Education.
Paul Obrock earned the 2020
Lifelong Learning and Service
Recognition for his commitment
to lifelong learning; volunteering his services to communities
in need; mentoring associates
and new dentists; and participating in organized dentistry
from The Academy of General
Dentistry.

1981
Cindy Bell Anderson wrote a
book, “My Walks with Remi,”
a Christian devotional inspired
by the images she sees in
nature when she walks her
Portuguese Water Dog, Remi.
Rik Baier is CEO at Barrington
Orthopedic Specialists, a
private physician practice with
offices located in Schaumburg,
Bartlett, Elk Grove and Buffalo
Grove, Ill.
David Dahl reached the peak
of Mount Kilimanjaro, Africa’s
highest peak, and the world’s
highest freestanding mountain,
on July 30, 2021.

Craig Vogel retired from IBM
after 36 years.

Todd Neese is a member of
the Board of Directors for the
Lake Geneva Foundation.

1984
Mary Sophia Hawks completed
her six-year term on the
executive committee for the
Knoxville-Knox County Council
on Aging.
Don Pearson is CFO of Jacuzzi
Group Worldwide.
Rick Scott is principal of
Manvel Junior High in Alvin
Independent School District,
Texas.
Michael Van Anrooy joined the
Samaritan North Lincoln
Hospital in Lincoln Center,
Ore. He is an orthopedic
surgeon.

1985
Charity DiLiberti is a
dual-language teacher for
sixth grade in the Elgin School
District U-46.
Larry Holstein retired in 2019
after 34 years as vice president
of infrastructure services with
Discover Card.
Mark Westman married
Debbie Ward on Nov. 21, 2020.
In early 2020, he purchased
Alpine Lodging Sun Valley,
which provides property
management services in the
Sun Valley area, Idaho.

1986
Kai Swanson completed his
service as chair of the National
Association of Presidential
Assistants in Higher Education.
During his term, he convened
a national symposium (via
Zoom) on “Anti-racism and the
President’s Office.”

1987
Lisa Ramsey joined Anthem,
Inc. as staff vice president,
communications.

Lawrence Prabhakar is
director of specialty physician
practices at OSF Medical
Group, Northern Region,
in the Rockford, Ill., area.
Linda Weiss is the executive
director for the National
Cooperative of Health
Networks. She also provides
online therapy for TalkSpace
and on-site disruptive event
management services for R3
Continuum.

1989
Kavork Hagopian was
promoted to assistant
professor of physical therapy
at Rosalind Franklin University
in North Chicago, Ill. In
addition to teaching full-time,
he continues to practice in
northern Illinois.

1991
Kevin Werner is chief officer
of finance and operations for
Community High School
District 155 in Crystal Lake, Ill.

1992
Kristie Deiuliis is managing
director for strategy and
planning at Black & Veatch
Management Consulting.
Greg Gara was appointed
senior vice president of
manufacturing at Taysha Gene
Therapies, Inc.
Dawn White Ridge is a managing director, Brand Strategy
Practice at Sextant Marketing.
Annette Kuhel Seabrook is
Market CEO for Central Indiana
for Community Rehabilitation
Hospitals.
Martha Keil Stolze is director
of admissions at Beloit College.

Music education alumni show
Jones ’24 what’s possible
Until Ryan Jones ’24 applied
to Augustana, he didn’t realize
all his music teachers from
elementary through high
school in Lake Zurich, Ill.,
were Augustana alumni.
“They all played very important
parts in my life that led me to
be the person and musician I am
today,” he said. Jones’ influential
educators were Adam Hjerpe ’93
(elementary), Kelly Harper ’98 (middle school) and Nick
Juknelis ’01 (high school).
“I’ve had the privilege of watching a handful of my
students sing in the Augustana Choir, which is pretty cool,”
Harper said. “My love of teaching music and choir
performance was fostered at Augustana, and hopefully
I’ve passed this love on to the thousands of kids who have
come into my classroom.”
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“The teacher, the musician, the
person I am today is so rooted in
my experiences from Augustana.”
Nick Juknelis ’01

Jones describes all his former choir directors as dedicated
teachers who truly enjoy what they do. “Mr. J’s knowledge
and passion for music are incredible,” Jones said. “He
worked so hard to create good musicians out of us, and that
is something that I am going to carry over once I become a
choral teacher.”
Music has always been a part of Jones’ life, and he knew
once he got to college he would continue with music, but he
thought he would major in musical theatre. He says one
day his brain clicked in a different direction, and he
switched to vocal music education. “I instantly knew then
that I would be going to Augustana because of how good the
music education department is,” he said.
Augustana’s music education majors have a 100%
placement rate after graduation.
“I loved my Augustana experience!” Juknelis said.
“The teacher, the musician, the person I am today is so
rooted in my experiences from Augustana.”
Jones traveled with Juknelis and the Lake Zurich High
School Choir to Italy in 2019 and was selected to the Illinois
All State Chorus in early 2020.
“I am pleased, excited and honored that Ryan chose to
attend Augustana, and I’m sure he will flourish there,”
Juknelis said.
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1993
Britt Burbridge is a member
care specialist for crosscultural workers with Life
Impact, Inc.
Beth Crookham appeared
in the play “Thursday Night
Bridge Circle,” in Wilmington,
N.C. She also produced a CD
titled “Little Yellow Plums.”

1999
Paul Allen’s third book,
“I Can Read It All By Myself:
The Beginner Books Story,”
was published by University
Press of Mississippi.

2000
Danielle Belmonte had a
daughter, Violet, on July 3,
2016 (Dan).

1994

Ann Pardun owns Pardun’s
Jack Pine Campground in
Danbury, Wis.

1995
Melissa Anne Rohrbacher
joined Intercoastal Medical
Group’s Cattleridge Internal
& Family Medicine office in
Sarasota, Fla., in December
2020.

1996
Beth Grassi is a science
communication specialist for
the Alaska Earthquake Center
at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks.

1998
Sara Pasowicz is an administrator in the College of Nursing
and Behavioral Science at
Lewis University.

26

Rhonda Thomas
Starklauf was re-elected to
the New Lenox (Ill.) School
District 122 Board. She serves
as the board’s president.

Jennifer Webster Miller was
appointed as a district court
judge in Iowa.

Lisa Farran Shover is an
account technician for the
Athletics Business Office at
Northern Illinois University.
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Jennifer Woodruff wrote a
book, “Christian History in
Seven Sentences.”

William Pokorny was named
to the 2021 Illinois Super
Lawyers List.

Allison Zelms is the city
administrator of Rochester,
Minn.

2001
Katie Blakeman is senior data
and innovation manager in the
Administrative Office of Illinois
Courts.

2003
Karen Andeen was promoted
to associate professor of
physics with tenure at
Marquette University. She
is the first female physicist
awarded tenure at Marquette.
Kristin Hanekamp had a
daughter, Lilliana, on Feb. 5,
2021.
Jaclyn Smith Jensen was
promoted to senior client
services consultant at MetLife.

Eighty-two alumni, parents, staff, friends and sponsors
participated in the Viking Club’s annual golf outing in
September. Dressed to win, and to have a good time, were
Boris Tomas, Jack Peters ’16, Mike McAleer ’15 and Tim
Pellus. The Viking Club raises $200,000 annually to advance
the student-athlete experience at Augustana.

2004
Matt DeBari was promoted
to chief product officer at
SpotHero, Chicago.
Keith Jagger is the chaplain/
dean of Christian formation at
John Brown University.
Anna Zhorne Kolander and
Joel Kolander had a son,
Calvin, in September 2020.
Jeff Lindeman owns Merkle’s
Bar & Grill in Wrigleyville in
downtown Chicago, next to
Wrigley Field.

2005
Dawn Crowther Jonckowski
released her book, “The Ashes
of Hope and Hunger.” The
sci-fi novel is the second of a
planned trilogy.

Nick Stirrett was named the
assistant women’s soccer
coach at the University of
Louisville. He earned his
master’s in English in 2008
from Queen’s University in
Belfast, Northern Ireland, and
holds an NSCAA Advanced
National Diploma.

2007
Jillian Aschliman is the
director of the Bettendorf
(Iowa) Library.
Jill Seys completed her
master’s in education,
curriculum and instruction, at
Western Illinois University.

2008
Michelle Palmer Lile had a
son on April 26, 2021 (Brent).

Elisa Roth opened a pediatric
dental practice, Smalltown
Dental Kids, in her hometown
of Morton, Ill.

Christina Herrera Olson had
a son, Theo Ronnie Olson, on
July 14, 2020.

Elizabeth Reynolds had a son,
Will, in January 2021 (Taylor
Johnson; Myla, 6, and Emily, 4).

Nicole White-Luder teaches
Lower School music at
Metairie Park Country Day
School in Metairie, La.

2006

2009

Ashley Poust co-authored a
paper on the abundance
and preservation rate of
Tyrannosaurus rex that was
featured on the April cover of
Science Magazine.

Jesus (Junior) Almanza was
promoted to territory sales
manager for Sub-Zero, Wolf
& Cove.

Matt Woodworth is the
football coach at Unity-Payson
High School in Mendon, Ill.

Joseph and Alyssa Nikides
Papuga had a son, Holden
Stergios, in June 2020.
Greg Ruth’s book, “Tennis:
A History from American
Amateurs to Global Professionals,” was published by
University of Illinois Press.

Michael Seevers received the
Golden Apple Award for the
2020 fall term, presented by
the Eta Kappa chapter of Phi
Theta Kappa at Black Hawk
College in Moline, Ill. He is a
lead tutor in the Tutoring and
Trio Center, BHC Quad Cities
Campus.

Sarah Ritter is a reporter for
The Kansas City Star, and was
formerly with the Quad-City
Times and WVIK.

Anna Tunnicliff married Dan
Holland in June 2021.

Kelly Sullivan is employed at
Abbott, and helped develop
COVID-19 testing.

2014
Merrill Clayton married
Zachary McGinnis ’13.
Angela Norton is a
histotechnologist at Genesis
East Medical Center in
Davenport, Iowa.

2015

Kaitlyn Schultz Zehr and Mark
Zehr ’09 had a son, Seager, on Fallon Meyer is co-author of
David Sally was appointed
a recently published article
July 8, 2020.
assistant principal at West
with Augustana’s Dr. Jennifer
Aurora (Ill.) High School.
Horwath ’97 Burnham and
2012
Mark Zehr and Kaitlyn Schultz
Dr. Kurt Burnham of the High
’11 Zehr had a son, Seager, on Emily Beatty is senior human
Arctic Institute, with whom
resource manager, commercial she traveled to Greenland in
July 8, 2020.
sales, at KeHE Distributors.
2014. The article, featured in
2010
Kimberly Coakley Tomaw and the peer-reviewed scientific
journal Polar Biology, is based
Marie Dienhart Hervey joined Andrew Tomaw had their
second child in November 2020. partially on her geology Senior
the law firm of Ragsdale
Inquiry studying mercury
Liggett as an associate in the
contamination in seabird eggs
2013
Raleigh, N.C., office.
from High Arctic Greenland.
Jack Cullen is the director
Allie Matuszewski married
Rachel Kelly and Keegan
Matthew Glazer via a backyard of Downtown Rock Island at
Buttimer were married
the Quad Cities Chamber of
Zoom ceremony on June 20,
on April 10, 2021. Rachel
Commerce.
2020. She started a private
graduated from Midwestern
practice for speech-language
Shannon Slick Greenlee and
University Chicago College of
pathology in 2018 and leads
Travis Greenlee ’11 had a son, Osteopathic Medicine on May
Learn With Less® enrichment Easton Alden Greenlee.
28, 2021, and began residency
classes for children and their
at Genesis Family Medicine
Lindsay
Guinand
married
parents.
Joshua Petty on June 12, 2021. Residency Center.
Andrew Schweitzer is the
Jessica Launius, math teacher
Anna Lundine is pursuing
boys’ varsity basketball coach
at Arcola High School, was
her
master’s
in
social
work
at
at Wheaton Warrenville South
recognized as Teacher of the
Loyola
University-Chicago.
High School.
Week in The News-Gazette
Zachary McGinnis married
(Champaign, Ill.).
Merrill Clayton ’14.
2011
Dolores Santiago is pursuing
Marty Resner returned to
Jordan Conerty is in the
her master’s in education at
Augustana as head coach
doctoral program in the
Marian University, and is in
of the women’s bowling
College of Education at
her second year of teaching
program. He was the head
the University of Illinois at
Spanish at the high school level.
coach when the varsity
Urbana-Champaign. He
program started five years ago. Lauren Schwass works at a
teaches social studies and
clinic providing applied behavior
leads community engagement Brooke Schmidt married
analysis therapy to clients
programs at Academy High,
Daniel Snow on July 2, 2021.
with autism. She was recently
an independent high school in
promoted to clinic director and
Champaign, Ill.
will be leading the company’s
newest clinic in Houston.

2016
Alyssa Clarida is with the
Colorado West Land Trust to
help staff and landowners with
conservation efforts.
Maliek Combs is a customer
service representative with
Slingshot Technology, Inc.

2017
Ian Disteldorf is the assistant
swim coach at Wabash College
in Crawfordsville, Ind.
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Kate Dempsey Principe had
a daughter, Margaret Stella
Principe, on June 22, 2020
(Jimmy).

Jennifer Stille earned a
master’s in social work in May
2021, and is employed as a
school social worker.
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Julianne Demmel was
married in 2016; she now has
two children, Winnie and Asa.

Travis Greenlee and Shannon
Slick ’13 Greenlee had a son,
Easton Alden Greenlee.

Katrina Friedrich and Chris
Saladin were married on Aug.
14, 2021. The wedding was
officiated by retired Campus
Chaplain Richard Priggie ’74.
Chris is in the fifth year of his
Ph.D. program at the University
of Minnesota, and Katrina is a
clinical research coordinator
at the Minneapolis VA Medical
Center.
Emily Grooms is a school
psychologist with the
Moline-Coal Valley (Ill.)
School District.
Gage Meyers joined Incubate
IP, an intellectual property law
firm, as Of Counsel.

2018
Katelyn Lorenz earned an M.S.
in speech-language pathology
at University of WisconsinMadison in 2020. She is a
speech-language pathologist
in the Menomonie Area School
District in Wisconsin.
Janice Wu is helping lead
public relations for Microsoft
Azure.
Natalie Wuest is the customer
service assistant manager at
Anderson Humane in South
Elgin, Ill.
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Jenna Didier Cairo had a
daughter, Ava Jean, on Aug. 18,
2021 (Sam). Jenna is a
speech-language pathologist
at Oak Park and River Forest
High School.
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Geology alumni contribute to climate science
Augustana’s Department of Geology is proud to laud not one, not two, but three alumni climate scientists who have been
selected as lead authors for state, federal and international climate assessments, climate modeling and research.
A nationally recognized research scientist and science communicator on the broad impacts of climate change, Dr. Jeremy
Hoffman ’11 was recently named a lead author for a federal climate report, the Southeast Chapter of the Fifth National
Climate Assessment.
In 2017, Dr. Hoffman led a community science heat-mapping project to record temperatures in neighborhoods across
Richmond, Va., during a heat wave. The research, which showed discrepancies of up to 16 degrees Fahrenheit, prompted
heat-mapping campaigns across the country. In 2020, he published a widely cited study of the disparity in extreme heat
between formerly redlined and non-redlined neighborhoods.
Dr. Matthew Osman ’14, a researcher at the University of Arizona Climate Systems Center, led a U.S. National Science
Foundation-funded study of how the position and intensity of the North Atlantic jet stream has changed during the past 1,250
years. The findings, recently published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, suggest that the position of the
jet stream could move outside the range of natural variability as early as 2060, unless greenhouse gas emissions are abated.
This could create potentially drastic weather-related consequences on both sides of the Atlantic.
In 2007, Dr. Jean Bogner ’69 shared the Nobel Peace Prize for her work as coordinating lead author for the Waste
Management chapter of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 4th Assessment Report.
Dr. Bogner, research professor emerita at the University of Illinois Chicago, Department of Earth and Environmental
Sciences, has focused on landfill methane generation, emissions, soil oxidation processes, and commercial recovery in the
last three decades of her career.

2019
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Abby Benson is lead analytical
chemist for Alto Ingredients
(formerly Pacific Ethanol) in
Peoria, Ill.
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Viking soccer standout
Anna Fank ’20 has taken
her game to Italy, playing
for REVER Roma in the
Series C division of Italian
Women’s Soccer. In her
first match with REVER
Roma in September, she
scored the winning goal!

Kirsten Parr is a social
services coordinator at William
Temple House in Portland, Ore.

2021

Abby Huffman contributed to
the GIS analysis of the migratory movements of Atlantic
puffins from the High Arctic
of northwest Greenland for an
article in the peer-reviewed
scientific journal PLOS ONE.
Augustana’s Dr. Jennifer
Horwath ’97 Burnham and
Dr. Kurt Burnham of the
High Arctic Institute were
co-authors. Abby is pursuing
a master’s at the University of
Missouri.

Omidullah Barikzay is a
software developer with John
Deere in Moline, Ill., and
pursuing a master’s in cyber
security at Iowa State University
(online).

2020

Kyle James is pursuing a
master’s in clinical mental
health counseling.

Christian Elliott is pursuing a master’s in science and
environmental journalism at
Northwestern University. He
produced a podcast about how
the Meskwaki Nation grows
food using different techniques
that may help farmers looking
for a more resilient and
sustainable agricultural
system. His podcast was
picked up by Deutsche Welle,
an international broadcaster
of content in 30 languages.

Molly Bastida is pursuing a
doctorate of audiology at the
Illinois State University.
Kayla Dillon is an associate research specialist for
the School of Pharmacy at
the University of WisconsinMadison.

Genesis Li is in the Masters in
Public Administration program
at Cornell University, College
of Human Ecology.
Jessica Manly is working in
the Disney College Program.
Joel Padgett is pursuing a
Ph.D. in geology at the
University of Calgary.

Tracy Pham is pursuing a
dual-degree M.D. and M.P.H.
at the University of IllinoisChicago College of Medicine.
Liam Russell is pursuing a
Ph.D. in molecular and
cellular biophysics at the
University of Denver.
Annette Schneider is attending Augustana College for her
master’s in speech-language
pathology.
Grace Sigler was an assistant
coach with the Rock Island
High School women’s soccer
team. She was able to coordinate with the team’s schedule
while attending her first year
at Illinois College of Optometry through Augustana’s 3:4
program.
Annie Stanislawski is teaching
fifth grade at Cody Elementary
in LeClaire, Iowa.
Georgia Votta is attending
Michigan State University in
pursuit of a Ph.D. in physics.
Kaitlyn Watkins is attending
Chicago-Kent College of Law
in pursuit of a Juris Doctor.
Annie Wheeler is a graphic
designer at Spark DSG.
Emmanuel Yeboah is an audit
associate for Deloitte.

Give to the
Augustana Fund —
empower students
to live with joy and
purpose.
augustana.edu/makeagift
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Your support today
shapes the Augustana
experience for years
to come.
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2020 grad Ruth Nwatu has
taken her next career step,
and it’s a big one.
In August, Nwatu
learned she was selected
for the highly competitive
Public Health Association
Program (PHAP), a twoyear, paid training program
with the Centers for
Disease Control and
Prevention. She is now
working in the Health
Equity Office at the
North Dakota Department
of Health.
“We are beyond proud of
Ruth and her commitment
to addressing health
disparities, and we look
forward to seeing the
impact she has,” said Dr. Lena Hann, assistant professor
in public health. “Her double major in public health and
neuroscience, combined with her public health internship
experience at Quad Cities Harm Reduction, has prepared her
well to help communities in need.”
As a PHAP associate in the Health Equity Office, Nwatu’s
responsibilities will include:
• assisting the Syringe Services Program to reduce
hepatitis C infections, specifically in tribal areas
• leading a task force to formulate a plan to address
immigrant needs in North Dakota
• assisting in applying for grants to aid local immigrantrelated work
• creating training and communications plans for the
Health Equity Office
• providing assistance to foster LGBTQ2S+ initiatives
An ambitious list, to be sure. But that’s exactly why Nwatu
applied to the PHAP — for the hands-on experience and
training the selective program offers to recent college
graduates.
“The resources and opportunities will help me learn more
about the public health policies and laws that contribute to
systemic health disparities,” she said.
Beyond learning what drives systemic health disparities,
Nwatu is eager to do the work. “My goal is to work alongside
public health experts to promote policies that reduce health
inequalities and participate in interventions that create
durable change,” she said.
During her two-year PHAP fellowship, Nwatu also will be
able to network and grow through training and educational
opportunities offered by the CDC. After the fellowship, her next
big step is to earn a Master of Public Health.
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2020 grad lands selective
CDC public health fellowship
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DEATHS
Notices received from
March 4–Oct. 4, 2021
Andrew Hanson ’43 on April
22, 2020.
Mildred Carlson ’44 on March
23, 2021.
Lucille Anderson ’45
Ghicadus on Nov. 8, 2019.
Polly Fehlman ’46 on Aug. 28,
2021.
Betty Nelson ’46 on Oct. 29,
2019.
Norma Smith ’47 Pieper on
April 27, 2021.
Walter Chellberg ’49 on July
23, 2021.
Robert Gildea ’49 on April 18,
2021.
Dale Hughes ’49 on April 10,
2021.
George Kulles ’49 on Nov. 8,
2019.
Vernon Nelson ’49 on Aug.
23, 2021.
Elizabeth Moothart ’50
Center on Jan. 20, 2021.
Carleen “Cas” Swenson ’50
Larson on May 28, 2021.
George Kean ’50 on March
25, 2021.
Louis Zimmer ’50 on April 6,
2021.
Byrd Berma ’51 on March 2,
2019.
Yvonne Larson ’51 Dearing
on Sept. 19, 2018.
Don Dresser ’51 on July 21,
2021.
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Lois Willson ’51 Jackson
on Aug. 28, 2020.
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Victor Jackson ’51 on June
18, 2021.
Meredith Eipper ’51 Kurtz on
Feb. 6, 2021.

John Liljegren ’51 on Jan. 31,
2021.

Sarah Basich ’56 Vadasz
on Jan. 15, 2021.

C. Richard Edgar ’63 on Aug.
29, 2021.

Elizabeth Holmquist ’51
Martz on Aug. 25, 2021.

Joanne Anderzon ’57
Conger on Sept. 20, 2021.

Arlene Hultgren ’63 Hayward
on Dec. 30, 2015.

Virginia Toohey ’51 Nelson on
Sept. 12, 2021.

Roger Nyquist ’57 on Nov. 29,
2020.

I. Lynne Schacht ’63 Irving on
Feb. 27, 2020.

Donald Peterson ’51 on July
3, 2021.

Helen Jannes ’57 Stiegel
on Sept. 17, 2021.

Jean Cotner ’63 Mayes on July
26, 2019.

Merrill Taylor ’51 on May 29,
2019.

Nancy McChesney ’58
Thomas on June 4, 2021.

Avis Nelson ’63 Paulson on
March 11, 2021.

Harry Thiel ’51 on March 10,
2020.

Carl Tillinghast ’58 on Feb.
21, 2021.

David Barnet ’64 on Feb. 17,
2021.

Robert Weissmann ’51 on
May 4, 2021.

Peggy Paulson ’59 Carlson
on June 18, 2021.

Barbara Amosson ’64
Carlson on Sept. 10, 2020.

Kent Young ’52 on Jan. 24,
2020.

David Carlstrom ’59 on June
3, 2021.

Linnea Carlson ’64 Chase on
Jun 25, 2021.

Arthur Dierolf ’53 on Dec. 14,
2018.

Thomas Luse ’59 on Feb. 21,
2021.

George Chase ’64 on Feb. 1,
2021.

Keith Johnson ’53 on May 29,
2021

Earl V. Walker ’59 on March
14, 2021.

Jerome Gustafson ’64 on Oct.
29, 2019.

Carol Wendell ’53 Miller on
Jan. 29, 2021.

Theona Fischer ’60 Fahl on
March 24, 2020.

Bruce Liljegren ’64 on Sept.
29, 2020.

David Miller ’53 on Dec. 12,
2019.

James Littig ’60 on Feb. 22,
2018.

Cecily Detrick ’64 Miles on
April 14, 2021.

Howard Black ’54 on Aug. 7,
2016.

Beverlee Bowman ’60
Moon on May 15, 2021.

Martha Asplund ’64
Schultz on May 21, 2021.

Robert Eckdahl ’54 on April
10, 2021.

John Poffinbarger ’60 on Feb.
5, 2021.

Joy Davis Baker ’65 on Sept.
18, 2021.

Forrest Hayes ’54 on Feb. 24,
2021.

Joan Hibbard ’60 Roberts
on March 6, 2021.

Sharon Johnson ’65 Clark on
Feb. 16, 2021.

William Lindholm ’54 on May
9, 2021.

Robert Scott ’60 on Jan. 4,
2021.

Paul Mueller ’54 on April 25,
2021.

Larry Hanson ’61 on June 18,
2021.

Lynne Carlson ’66
Fitzsimmons on March 13,
2018.

Kenneth Anderson ’55 on
Feb. 3, 2021.

Dale Skogman ’61 on June 16,
2021.

Richard Bennett ’55 on Nov.
13, 2020.

S. Paul Sundeen ’61 on July
10, 2021.

Richard Hemmila ’55 on Feb.
6, 2021.

Mary Ellen Carlson ’62
Meade on March 7, 2021.

William Hoag ’55 on March
25, 2021.

Lane Morgan ’62 on Jan. 3,
2021.

Robert Larson ’55 on Dec. 30,
2020.

Gary Wieneke ’62 on July 8,
2021.

Donald McLaughlin ’55 on
April 13, 2021.

Nancy Kurtz ’63 Cochran
on Feb. 7, 2017.

Perry Jenifer ’66 on Aug. 27,
2020.
Karen Bunas ’66 Siepmann on
March 16, 2021.
David Ahlstrand ’67 on April
29, 2021.
Brian McMaster ’68 on Aug.
31, 2021.
Ellana Evensen ’68
Messick on May 9, 2021.
Dennis Oxelgren ’68 on April
21, 2021.
Steven Larson ’69 on March
25, 2021.

GOT NEWS? Another degree, another baby, a new job, a service award, retirement? Go to www.augustana.edu/update or
mail your news to Alumni Relations, Augustana College, 639 38th Street, Rock Island, IL 61201. Class notes
are featured not only in the college’s alumni magazine but also every month in our alumni e-newsletter!

Jane Wallin ’70 McChesney on
Feb. 10, 2021.
Diane Pierce ’70 Stock on
Feb. 28, 2021.
Pamela Hegg ’71 Hegg on
May 8, 2021.
Kevin Pearson ’71 on May 10,
2021.
Jean Youngren ’71
Whitaker on Oct. 13, 2018.
Gary Anderson ’72 on April 29,
2021.
C. Natalie Duff ’72 Davis on
May 21, 2021.
Joseph Andrews ’73 on June
28, 2021.
Constance Briggs ’73
Hatfield on Aug. 30, 2021.
Nancy Weisel ’74 Eustis on
Dec. 6, 2019.
James Johansen ’74 on March
13, 2021.
Christopher Kopp ’74 on Feb.
2, 2021.
Louann Vaccaro ’75
Goodknight on Jan. 26, 2021.
Phillip Hess ’75 on June 20,
2021.
Marjorie Glaspell ’75
Mason on Sept. 3, 2021.
William Sensenbrenner ’77
on Feb. 11, 2021.
Brandt Turner ’78 on April 9,
2016.
Sharon Richardson ’79
Herman on Jan. 26, 2021.
Susan Anderson ’80
Molenda on Dec. 15, 2018.
Karen Muir ’81 on May 6, 2020.
Peter Bardak ’98 on April 19,
2021.

Dr. Morton “Mort” Eliason, professor emeritus of chemistry,
passed away on Jan. 3, 2021, at the age of 88. His wife Dorothy, 91,
passed away on the following day. Dr. Eliason taught chemistry at
Augustana from the late 1950s until 2001. In addition to chemistry,
Dr. Eliason was interested in the relationship between science and
religion and spent a sabbatical year at the Graduate Theological
Union in California exploring this topic.

Dr. Myron Fogde, professor emeritus of religion, passed away
Aug. 9, 2020. He was 86. Dr. Fogde taught at Augustana from 1965
to 2000, and often participated in foreign study terms. Beyond
campus, he had frequent opportunities for pulpit supply and
teaching adult classes in local congregations. Visit
www.augustana.edu/magazine for memories of Dr. Fogde
from members of the Class of 1968.
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Christina Ellenberger ’70
Jackson on Aug. 22, 2021.

Please visit www.augustana.edu/magazine for more details.
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Robert Coleman-Derr ’70 on
March 3, 2021.

IN MEMORIAM

Alvin B. (Ben) Jasper, who taught art at Augustana from 1964 to
1980, passed away Jan. 31, 2020, at the age of 88. Jasper always
shared his work with the communities in which he found himself.
His works have hung in numerous Augustana venues, as well as
private collections in Japan, the U.K. and the United States, and
even the Kungliga Slott (Royal Palace) in Stockholm.

Dr. Don McLaughlin ’55, professor emeritus of mathematics and
an early leader of Augustana’s computer science program, passed
away on April 13, 2021, at the age of 88. He taught at Augustana
from 1959-1995. In the early days of computing at Augustana, he
regularly loaded up his station wagon with punch cards to transport
them to Deere & Company, which in the early 1970s made its
processors available to the college for weekend use.

Dr. Don Peterson ’51, professor emeritus of education, passed
away July 3, 2021. He was 93. Dr. Peterson taught at Augustana from
1957-1993, serving as department chair for 27 of those 36 years. He
remained active in the life of the college, the Augustana Historical
Society and the community long after his retirement. Survivors
include his wife, Virginia Johnson, who retired in 2017 after 21 years
as director of Augustana’s Reading/Writing Center and several
more years as a faculty tutor in the center.
Dr. Roald Tweet, professor emeritus of English, passed away Nov.
4, 2020, at the age of 87. He was a member of Augustana’s faculty
from 1960 to 1999. Dr. Tweet also served as the faculty advisor for
the Observer and the Writer’s Club. He taught travel writing on
multiple terms abroad in South America, and he loved hiking the
Inca Trail to Machu Picchu. His students appreciated his mischievous sense of humor. They called him “Doc.”
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William Schick ’69 on May 26,
2021.
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FINAL SHOT

FINAL SHOT

These men seem to
be showing off the
depth of Augustana’s
first pool (1916). Photo
courtesy of Augustana
Special Collections
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Linnea Stone ’60 Corneilson grew up near campus and
remembers being taught how to swim in Augustana’s first pool
(above) by Vince Lundeen, who later became director of athletics. “The pool was in the basement with no seating,” Corneilson
said. “I have fond memories of growing up on 9½ Avenue and
getting to swim at Augustana in the summers.”
In October, Cornelius returned to campus for Homecoming
and toured the new Anne Greve Lund Natatorium (below) with
sons David Corneilson ’88 and John Corneilson ’87. David
swam for the Vikings in the 1980s.
“It’s fantastic, especially the wall of windows,” David said.
“Seeing the sun and weather can be a rare thing for a swimmer.
I was also impressed by the wall of photos in the entrance that
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featured a championship relay team from my swimming years.
That took me back!”
Records show that Augustana’s first gymnasium, built in the
1894-1895 school year just south of Old Main, had no pool. In
1916, a new gymnasium with a pool in the basement was built
adjoining the older structure (Linnea’s childhood pool).
The 1916 gymnasium became obsolete with the addition of
the Carver P.E. Center, and was razed. The swimming pool was
filled in and covered with dirt and grass; it’s said that if you look
closely at the Quad, you can still see the location of the pool,
which is flatter than the rest of the ground.
Source: “An historical survey of the Augustana College campus”
by Glen T. Brolander
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